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 VUSN' this happens). The VUSN looks similar to the GTVN but with a slightly larger hull, with three sails, three struts in the
middle of the sail, and a spout at the top of the hull. The VUSN in this cutscene resembles the VUSN craft seen in The

Space Voyagers. The VUSN is then seen leaving Earth and heading to another star system (The Space Voyagers opening
cutscene shows a .DAN4N at another star system). Second Encounter The VUSN arrives at the second star system and lands in
the same way as the GTVN, and the star system looks like the same one as GTVN. It is known that the second star system is the

one that causes the artifacts to rise from the ocean. The VUSN encounters some damage while landing, and then a .VUSN
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aboard the VUSN helps the VUSN below him out of the damaged area. The VUSN comes out into the ocean to meet
the GTVN, and the two VUSNs discover that they are .VU4N, thus being allies. In the game, the .VU4N is never seen, but the
VUSN is also never seen without the .VU4N. The .VU4N is quite large, and a .VU4N is seen aboard a .VU4N, and also aboard
a .VU4N. It can also be seen aboard other starships, but only on the .VU4N. In the .DALI3, the .VU4N is on the left side of the

ship. Other .VU4N The .VU4N ships do not appear to be from the series, and the only other ship that resembles a .VU4N is
the VU4N-01 ship that is seen on the cover art for The Black Star Passport. However, the .VU4N does appear to be from

the VU4N series, as it has the same appearance as the VU4N-01, minus the .VU4N's sails being entirely transparent, the .VU4N
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